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Abstract: Understanding variable evapotranspiration (ET) throughout a field can help maximize yield on a per-acre basis, as well as assist with proper irrigation scheduling. The results from this study indicate that irrigation system distribution uniformity (DU) has a significant effect on the uniformity of ET during water-stressed periods. The study site involved intensely managed forage (alfalfa and winter grain hay) irrigated by center pivots being supplied with reclaimed water near Palmdale, California. During spring and early summer 2007 the center pivots were operating under deficit irrigation. In 2010, after the installation of reservoirs, water was applied to meet full evapotranspiration (ET\textsubscript{f}) demands. Using remote sensing of actual evapotranspiration, the variability in ET\textsubscript{f} for some of the center pivots with the same crop was quantified. During the non-water-stressed period, ET uniformity was significantly better than during the water-stressed period (2007). The difference in uniformity was found to be attributable to irrigation system distribution uniformity. For the 540 ha used in this study, irrigation system DU was found to explain 55% of the ET nonuniformity during deficit irrigation. A method to predict the nonuniformity in ET as a result of irrigation system DU and water-stress level is presented.
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Introduction

Uniform crop yield (in terms of both quality and quantity) is helpful for maximizing outputs with limited resources. As costs for farm inputs, such as water, fuel, fertilizers, and labor, increase, optimizing yields is of the utmost importance for farms to remain profitable. Additionally, as the world’s population increases, higher yields per unit input and per cropped area will be needed to support future food, fiber, and renewable fuel demands.

Irrigation system distribution uniformity (DU) is a measure of how evenly water is applied to a crop (Burt et al. 1997). Generally, low quarter DU (DU\textsubscript{q}) is used to quantify the measure of application evenness. DU\textsubscript{q} is defined as the average depth applied in the quarter of the field receiving the lowest water depth divided by the average depth applied throughout the field. DU is often presented as a fraction to prevent confusion with efficiency terms. It is impossible to have perfect DU for a variety of reasons depending on the method of irrigation. For example, center pivot sprinkler DU effects include variable pressures along the pivot, sprinkler overlap uniformity, plugging, sprinkler flow rates not proportional to area served, and sprinkler height (Burt et al. 1997). Proper design, maintenance, and management can help to maintain high DUs, which should be greater than 0.8 for center pivots.

Yield variation throughout production agricultural fields can be caused by numerous biotic and abiotic factors, including pest damage, disease, soil texture and structure differences, salinity, nutrient availability, soil compaction, edge effects, topography, and irrigation DU. For example, variation on wine grape yield (total harvested weight) has been shown to vary 8- to 10-fold between areas within a single field (Brambley and Hamilton 2004). Numerous studies have investigated different soil and topographic influences on the spatial uniformity of crop yield for a variety of crops (Elms et al. 2001; Kravchenko et al. 2005; Eldeiry and Garcia 2011).

Soil moisture content variation throughout fields has been shown to be highly correlated to yields in soybeans and small grains (Stafford et al. 1996; Lark and Stafford 1997; Tirmak et al. 2002). Variable soil textures and structures that affected available water-holding capacities in a field under rainfed conditions where rainfall did not meet potential evapotranspiration (ET) would have an effect on yield variability that was similar to that of nonuniform irrigation with a uniform soil under deficit irrigation regimes.

Under non-water-stressed conditions, only the poorest uniformity treatment showed any impact on sugar beet yield in work done by Ayars et al. (1990). Deep percolation contributing to the saline high water table was the likely cause of this yield nonuniformity, as noted by those authors. Under both water-stressed and non-water-stressed conditions, cotton yields were more uniform with higher irrigation uniformity in California (Ayars et al. 1991). In contrast, Mateos et al. (1997) found no impact on cotton yield in Spain between different irrigation treatments and irrigation uniformities and no significant variability differences within plots. The lack of irrigation uniformity influence is likely attributed to two factors: (1) over half of the crop ET requirement was met by precipitation, which is uniformly distributed over the plot scale study; and (2) as noted by the authors, the lack of water stress during boll
development under the nondeficit irrigation treatment resulted in fewer boll openings.

Farmers in California growing almonds, pistachios, tomatoes, and other crops frequently cite the excellent DU of irrigation water in the state as being a major contributor to higher yields. The goal of farming operations that try to maximize harvested biomass is to achieve the maximum potential yield over an entire field. Other farming operations, such as quality wine grapes or processing tomatoes, strive for an even quality of yield throughout the field. In either case, spatial uniformity of crop health is becoming more important as agriculture shifts toward the “more crop per drop” concept.

Deficit irrigation is used to improve the quality of harvested crops (e.g., wine grapes and processing tomatoes) and during drought years when farmers simply do not have enough supply to achieve optimal crop ET rates (and, by extension, yield) over the entire field. Under deficit irrigation the effects of irrigation DU could have a significant impact on yield distribution. The impact of nonuniformities in irrigation water on deficit irrigation is rarely discussed. In reality, because DU is less than 1, some portion of the field will be under a much higher level of stress than the average and another portion may not be under stress at all.

Limited research has been conducted on the actual impact of specific factors on crop yield uniformity for deficit irrigated agriculture at the field scale. If a grower has nonuniformity and is attempting to deficit irrigate, the quality of the harvested product will vary widely.

The goal of this study was to determine whether the spatial variability of ET could be measured directly using LandSAT images, courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey, processed with Mapping EvapoTranspiration at High Resolution with Internal Calibration (METRIC) and determine whether it was different under water-stressed and non-water-stressed conditions. The second objective was to use the measured spatial distribution of ET to compute values for the actual uniformity of ET due to DU (ET(1−DU)). The third objective was to develop a prediction of the potential nonuniformity of ET (ET(1−DU[predicted]) based on field-measured irrigation system DU and crop stress. It was beyond the scope of this study to conduct a detailed evaluation of soil and plant properties to quantify the individual magnitudes of nonuniformity of ET due to causes other than irrigation DU for all of the fields evaluated. However, some limited soil data collected at four locations within each field were examined and compared to the ET uniformity, as will be discussed.

### Study Site and Background

In this study, an intensely managed medium-scale farming operation was examined. The agricultural site is owned and operated by County Sanitation District 20 of Los Angeles County (LACSD), Palmdale Water Reclamation Plant (WRP), which since the early 2000s has reused treated effluent to irrigate forage crops using center pivots near Palmdale, California.

The factors that make the location of this project suitable for data collection and analysis are as follows:

1. Daily water applications on a field-by-field basis are known.
2. Soil samples have been analyzed at varying locations throughout many of the fields.
3. Planting and harvest dates are known to the day, as are harvested yields (although yields were not collected spatially throughout the fields).
4. The irrigation DU of each of the center pivots is evaluated on a 1- to 2-year basis.
5. There is a known level of water stress with deficit irrigation for several years (2006–2009) on forage crops from spring to early summer because of a lack of water availability during those periods.
6. For those same center pivots, in 2010 there was no deficit irrigation in this same time frame.

The Palmdale WRP agricultural site (Fig. 1) contains 27 center pivots of varying sizes. Approximately 15 of the 27 center pivots were examined in this study. Of these, eight center pivots were planted in alfalfa from 2007 through 2010, and the remaining were used to grow winter forage (mixture of barley, wheat, and oats). The winter forage was either harvested for hay or green chopped for silage. A detailed description of the pivots and their operations can be found in Howes et al. (2007) and Gaudi et al. (2007).

An irrigation scheduling software program was developed by the primary author in 2006, through the Irrigation Training and Research Center (ITRC), for LACSD. LACSD contracted the ITRC to provide irrigation technical assistance to meet regulatory requirements to apply water at or below agronomic water rates [water to meet full ET (ETa) and salinity leaching with a reasonable amount of deep percolation due to good irrigation distribution uniformities]. The ITRC irrigation scheduling program uses a daily soil water balance based on the FAO 56 dual-crop coefficient method (Allen et al. 1998). Weather data, grass-reference ET (ETa), planting and harvest dates, irrigation system DU, and center pivot flow are incorporated into the irrigation scheduling program. This information was used to predict/forecast weekly irrigation schedules and track water destinations.

Hourly and daily grass-reference ET (ETa) and weather data were used for the irrigation scheduling program and the remote sensing portion of this study. Data were obtained from a California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) weather station at the site (Palmdale Station 197). Weather data were quality controlled using methods discussed in Allen et al. (1998).

The ultimate goal of the irrigation management at this site was to consume treated wastewater (effluent) and minimize deep percolation that could carry pollutants (such as nitrate) into the groundwater. Effluent from the treatment plant was available at a relatively constant flow rate year round. Since ET rates are higher in the summer than the winter, crop acreage was increased in the winter to utilize more water. In the summer, some of the fields were fallowed to match supply with ET.

Prior to 2010, minimal effluent storage was available to regulate the supply. As ET rates increased in the spring prior to the harvest of winter forage, supplies were insufficient to meet full ET demands. This resulted in deficit irrigation each spring. After the reservoirs became operational in December 2009, winter forage acreage was reduced and excess water was stored to be used in the spring and summer to minimize deficit irrigation. Fig. 2 shows outputs of adjusted crop coefficient (Kc) values from the irrigation program’s soil water balance in a single alfalfa field in 2007 where water stress occurred [Fig. 2(a)] and in 2010 with no water stress [Fig. 2(b)].

Fig. 2 also shows the basal crop coefficient (Kcbas), precipitation, and center pivot applications. Very little precipitation occurs in this high desert area, especially in the late spring through the summer.
and fall. A $K_c$ value above the $K_{cb}$ curve indicates soil and plant evaporation with frequent irrigations. A $K_c$ value below the $K_{cb}$ curve indicates likely water stress due to deficit irrigation in addition to evaporation. The cycling of the $K_{cb}$ curve indicates harvest and regrowth of the alfalfa. In this area, six to seven harvests per year are typical.

**Methodology**

Remote sensing was used as the primary tool for determining ET spatial variability. A total of four LandsAT 5 images were examined in this study: two from 2007 and two from 2010. The irrigation scheduling program confirmed that moderate water stress was occurring between late March and June during 2007 and that no water stress was occurring during the same time frame in 2010 in the majority of the fields. The evaluation was then focused on April and May. The image acquisition dates of April 27, 2007, May 13, 2007, April 19, 2010, and May 5, 2010 were evaluated for this project. Each image was processed using METRIC to compute instantaneous and daily ET, as well as $K_c$.

METRIC is an algorithm developed by Dr. Richard Allen from the University of Idaho, in which ET is computed from LandsAT data. LandsAT satellites have a $30 \times 30$ m resolution for nonthermal bands and $120 \times 120$ m resolution for thermal bands (Courault et al. 2005). While several methods are available to compute ET from LandsAT data, the methodology behind METRIC, specifically within the sensible heat flux computation, was designed to optimize the use of LandsAT data for ET estimation.
for agricultural crop ET estimation (Allen et al. 2007b). The primary author has made several modifications to the original METRIC algorithm to enhance its usability and decrease the processing time. These include developing a semiautomated calibration procedure and converting from an alfalfa-based reference ET system to a grass-based reference, which is more traditional in California.

METRIC is based on the surface energy balance equation

\[
LE = R_n - G - H
\]  

where \( LE \) = latent heat flux; \( R_n \) = net radiation at the surface; \( G \) = soil heat flux; and \( H \) = sensible heat flux into the air. \( LE \) is converted into \( ET_{c} \), at the time the image was taken as depth per unit time (typically millimeters per hour). Each component of the surface energy balance requires numerous computations. The current model is fully described in Allen et al. (2007b, 2010).

The required input for METRIC includes Landsat images, raster land-use maps, digital elevation models, and hourly corrected weather data from a nearby station. Utilizing image processing software ERDAS Imagine, Microsoft Excel, and ArcGIS 9.2 and 10.1, the inputs are processed and the model computes the instantaneous \( ET_{c} \) for each pixel within a Landsat image. The primary models for each component of Eq. (1) are built in ERDAS Imagine. The spreadsheet program is used to compute and store parameters that are needed as inputs into ERDAS. ArcGIS is used for thermal sharpening (Trezza et al. 2008) and to create image outputs.

Hourly and daily grass-reference evapotranspiration (\( ET_{g} \)) and weather data were obtained from a California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) weather station at the site (Palmdale Station 197). Weather data were quality-controlled using methods discussed in Allen et al. (1998). These data are used in METRIC to compute aerodynamic resistance. The instantaneous crop coefficient (instantaneous \( ET_{c} \)/instantaneous \( ET_{c} \)) is used to estimate daily \( ET_{c} \) by multiplying the daily \( ET_{c} \) by the instantaneous \( K_{c} \). Allen et al. (2007a) show that the \( K_{c} \) at the instant the image is taken as a good proxy of the average daily \( K_{c} \).

**Irrigation System Distribution Uniformity and Field Selection**

Irrigation system DU can vary widely depending on the irrigation method, system operation, and management. A full discussion of irrigation DU can be found in Burt et al. (1997). Low quarter DU (\( DU_{lq} \)) is commonly used to assess irrigation system performance and can be estimated as

\[
DU_{lq} = \frac{\text{avg. low quarter depth}}{\text{avg. depth of water accumulated in all elements}}
\]  

where the average low quarter depth is the average depth accumulated in the quarter of the area with the smallest depths. The \( DU_{lq} \) can be computed statistically as

\[
DU_{lq} = 1 - 1.27 \times CV
\]  

where \( CV \) = coefficient of variation computed as the standard deviation of all depths accumulated divided by the mean depth. The 1.27 in Eq. (3) is specific to \( DU_{lq} \). The use of Eq. (2) or (3) to assess the field \( DU_{lq} \) is difficult if not impossible because measuring the depth applied to all elements is infeasible. Standard measurement procedures have been established to reasonably estimate \( DU_{lq} \) for all irrigation types. The measurement procedure described in Burt et al. (2010) for center pivot irrigation system \( DU_{lq} \) was used in this study.

Because of variable harvest timing and crop rotations, not all 27 center pivot fields could be examined for both years. Some crops were harvested prior to the image acquisition date in either April or May. In some cases a different crop was planted in a field in 2010, so those fields were not included in this evaluation. In total, 13 different fields, totaling 540 ha, were examined. Nine fields were evaluated in April, 4 different fields in May, and Pivot 5 was used for both April and May, for a total of 14 fields in this study. With the exception of Pivot 5, the other fields could only be examined for one of the months because of the harvest schedule. Table 1 shows the field, crop type, irrigated area, and 2007 measured \( DU_{lq} \) for the fields used in this study.

**Distribution Uniformity and Evapotranspiration**

Irrigation DU can impact ET distribution, particularly during water-stressed periods. Fig. 3 shows water destination diagrams for Pivot 2 under two scenarios: (A) near-perfect irrigation scheduling with minimal water stress in 2010 (stress is limited to approximately one-eighth of the field because irrigations are scheduled based on \( DU_{lq} \)) and (B) underirrigation of 100% of the field in 2007. The plot of applied water in the last 30 days in each figure is a function of the DU, which is the same in both years (0.83) and the average applied water. Note that the slope of the applied water line is different even though the DU is the same. This is due to different average depths of water applied in each pivot.

The depth of portions of the field receiving at least this amount of water was sorted from the maximum depth on the left (0% of the field receiving at least this amount) to the minimum depth applied in the field on the right (100% of the field receiving at least this amount). To meet potential ET demands, more water must be applied on average so that the portion of the field receiving the least (actually the average of the lower quarter or 87.5% point based on \( DU_{lq} \)) receives at least an amount equivalent to the potential ET [Fig. 3(a)]. Otherwise, the plants are under water stress [Fig. 3(b)].

The field images beneath each water destination diagram in Fig. 3 represent the crop coefficient (\( K_{C} \)) values using METRIC for each 30 × 30 m pixel for Pivot 2. The field image in Fig. 3(a) was taken May 5, 2010, and represents a non-water-stressed condition. The field image in Fig. 3(b) was taken on May 13, 2007, and shows a high water-stressed condition. Both images show alfalfa growing and were taken over 30 days from the previous harvest. Values in the water destination diagrams were estimated based on daily water meter readings over the preceding 30 days and measured irrigation DU. The potential ET, \( ET_{c} \) values (dashed lines) in the destination diagrams were computed based on crop coefficients assuming no water stress and 2005 ASCE standardized

### Table 1. Crop Type, Irrigated Acreage, and Measured Irrigation System Distribution Uniformity for the Fields (Center Pivots) Used in This Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Crop type</th>
<th>Irrigated hectares</th>
<th>Measured DU&lt;sub&gt;lq&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Analysis month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 1</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 2</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 3</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 5</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>April and May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 9</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 10</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 11</td>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 13</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 23</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 24</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 25</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 26</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivot 27</td>
<td>Winter forage</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>April</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
grass-reference ET ($ET_o$) for the 30 days prior to the image date. The deep percolation is water applied in excess of $ET_o$, but may not in fact be deep percolation. This water may be stored in the root zone for use later in the season.

Rather than analyzing $ET_o$ uniformity to relate to field DU, the crop coefficient uniformity was used to provide a common scale to compare the two images. Actual $ET_o$ varies with weather conditions. Using the ASCE Standardized Reference ET$_c$ (grass/short crop) equation (Allen et al. 2005), weather conditions such as solar radiation, temperature, wind, and relative humidity were accounted for on each date. The $K_c$ was computed as actual $ET_o$ divided by $ET_c$. The $K_c$ uniformity is a better means for comparison because it is only based on factors such as crop type, stage of growth, and canopy coverage. Since the crop type and stage of growth are the same for each image, the higher degree of variability between the images can be attributed to higher water stress throughout the field in 2007.

Fig. 3(a) shows a well-watered condition where full potential ET demands are met throughout most of the field. In this case, there should be no spatial $K_c$ nonuniformity because of irrigation DU throughout the field. The METRIC-processed image below the water destination diagram in Fig. 3(a) indicates high (though not perfect) $K_c$ (thus $ET_o$) uniformity. In any field there is some nonuniformity in ET due to other factors ($ET_{U_{other}}$), which is the nonuniformity apparent in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) shows underirrigation on the same parcel in 2007. In this case, the entire field is underirrigated, as indicated by the water destination diagram. The METRIC image below the water destination diagram, Fig. 3(b), shows significantly more nonuniformity in ET than the non-water-stressed condition [Fig. 3(a)]. In this water-stressed situation, METRIC shows significant ET nonuniformity well beyond $ET_{U_{other}}$.

**Measured Evapotranspiration Uniformity from METRIC**

The actual computation of $ET_{U_{Total}}$ and $ET_{U_{Other}}$ involved extracting the ET on a pixel-by-pixel basis throughout the field using *ArcGIS 10.1*. The pixel statistics were extracted for each field using a polygon (circle) that was drawn inside each field with a buffer distance of 30 m from the edge. The buffer was used to eliminate the effects of pixels that might have overlapped the edge of the field and to decrease impacts due to edge effects. For each field in each year, the standard deviation and the mean pixel crop coefficient ($K_c$) values were used to compute the coefficient of variation (CV). A requirement for $ET_{U_{Other}}$ is that the field must not be under water stress; otherwise, the irrigation system DU might affect the values.

The non-water-stressed condition was checked for the 2010 image dates using the dual crop coefficient soil-water-balance model, which is discussed in more detail in the next section. The model was run under three different conditions. The gross applied water is measured daily for each field. The gross applied is equivalent to the depth applied at the average point in the field. Since the irrigation system DUs in each field were measured, the amount of water applied at the points receiving the least (actually the lowest quarter) and the most, 87.5% and 0% respectively from Fig. 3, could be computed. A linear distribution between these points is assumed. The soil-water-balance model was run examining the points receiving...
Factors influencing $ET_{U_{\text{Other}}}$

It was beyond the scope of this study to conduct a detailed investigation of other causes of ET nonuniformity. This would have required a detailed soil sampling evaluation on a detailed grid throughout each field examined. However, soil sampling was conducted during the investigation at four locations in each of the large fields shown in Fig. 1. Samples were taken at each site at two depths (0.25 and 1.5 m) and analyzed by A&L Western Laboratories using WECA-103 testing methods (Gavlak et al. 2003). This information was used to determine whether or not a relationship exists between soil properties and $ET_{U_{\text{Other}}}$ (found using the 2010 ITRC-METRIC images without the influence of water stress).

A summary of the soil properties taken from the four locations at the 0.25 and 1.5 m depths within each center pivot in April 2010 is shown in the supplemental Tables S1 and S2, respectively. Several statistical comparisons were made between the soil properties and variability in crop coefficients. The local average $K_c$ in a 40 m radius from the soil sample location normalized to the maximum $K_c$ in the field and a multiple regression was used to examine the influence from each of the soil properties. Additionally, the CV between sample locations within each pivot was compared to the CV of ET for that pivot using a least-squares regression. No correlation was found between soil properties and crop coefficients in either analysis, so no further discussion will be included on the topic. A more detailed soil-sampling grid may have improved results; however, that type of evaluation was beyond the scope of this study.

**Predicted $ET_{U_{DU}}$ Model Based on Irrigation System Distribution Uniformity**

For each field in 2007, the ITRC irrigation scheduling software and the measured irrigation distribution uniformities were used to predict the $ET_{U_{DU}}$ (the predicted uniformity is termed $ET_{U_{DU\text{predicted}}}$).

The $ET_{U_{DU\text{predicted}}}$ was estimated by predicting the $K_c$ at different points in the field based on the gross water applied (average depth) and the measured irrigation system $DU_{iq}$. Using Eq. (2) with the average depth applied and the $DU_{iq}$, the average depth at the lowest quarter can be computed. Assuming a linear relationship between the depths accumulated, the maximum depth applied in each field can be estimated if one knows two other points on the line. The soil water balance within the irrigation scheduling program was modified to examine the depth applied at each of these three points (lowest quarter, average, and point receiving the maximum) in the field.

Fig. 4 shows several examples of the variation in $K_c$ relative to water applied and irrigation system $DU$. Pivot 5 shows stress throughout the entire field compared with Pivot 12, which shows stress only from 30 to 100% of the field. To compute $ET_{U_{DU\text{predicted}}}$, it is necessary to compute the CV. The mean and standard deviation can be computed from the equation for a line. In cases where the entire pivot is not in water stress, like Pivots 9 and 12 in Fig. 4, the slope goes to zero in the unstressed portion of the field. In these cases, equations to compute the mean and standard deviation can be separated for line segments with different slopes and combined. The slope of the linear $K_c$ equation for the water-stressed portion of the field, assuming water stress is occurring from 50 to 100% of the field, is

$$m = \frac{K_c \text{ at } 87.5\% - K_c \text{ at } 50\%}{87.5\% - 50\%}$$

**Fig. 4.** Example of crop coefficients estimated at different points within a field under different water-stressed conditions.
where \(K_{c,87.5}\%\) and \(K_{c,50}\%\) = crop coefficients from soil-water balance from the lowest quarter average application and the average application points, respectively. Equations to estimate these values in lieu of a soil-water balance will be shown at a later point. The linear equation for estimating \(K_c\) values for the portion of the field in water stress is shown as

\[
K_{ci} = mx_i - \frac{4}{3} K_{c,87.5\%} + \frac{7}{3} K_{c,50\%}
\]

(8)

where \(x_i\) = any point (as a percentage) within the water-stressed portion of the field. The average \(K_c\) within the water-stressed portion of the field \(\left(K_{c,\text{stressed}}\right)\) can be computed using the average value of a function

\[
K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}} = \frac{100\% \left(K_{c,50\%} - \%K_{c,max}\right) + \%K_{c,max} \left(\frac{87.5\%}{100\%} - \frac{50\%}{100\%}\right)}{100\% - \%K_{c,max}}
\]

(10)

The average \(K_c\) in the non-stressed region is equal to \(K_{c,max}\). Therefore, the field average \(K_c\) can be computed as

\[
K_{c,\text{avg}} = \frac{K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}} \left(100\% - \%K_{c,max}\right) + K_{c,\text{max}} \left(\%K_{c,max} - 0\%\right)}{100\%}
\]

(11)

Since \(K_{c,\text{max}}\) is known, \(\%K_{c,max}\) can be solved for using Eq. (8), where \(K_{c,\text{avg}}\) is set equal to \(K_{c,\text{max}}\), resulting in the location, \(x\), where this occurs

\[
\%K_{c,max} = \frac{37.5\% \left(K_{c,\text{max}} + \frac{4}{3} K_{c,87.5\%} - \frac{7}{3} K_{c,50\%}\right)}{K_{c,87.5\%} - K_{c,50\%}}
\]

(12)

The standard deviation can be computed again by separating the water-stressed and non-water-stressed portions of the field. The standard deviation of the \(K_c\) in the water-stressed portion of the field can be computed as

\[
SD_{K_c,\text{stressed}} = r SD_{\%}\quad(m)
\]

(13)

where \(r\) = correlation coefficient; \(SD_{\%}\) = standard deviation of the portion of the field (SD\(_\%\) is equal to approximately 29\%); and \(m\) = slope of \(K_c\) curve from Eq. (7). Since we are solving for the standard deviation of computed values along a line, \(r = 1\). The standard deviation of the non-water-stressed (SD\(_{K_c,\text{nonstressed}}\)) portion of the field is equal to 0 since the \(K_c\) in this region is assumed not to vary from the maximum. The standard deviation of the \(K_c\) values throughout the field can be computed as

\[
SD_{K_c,\text{field}} = SD_{K_c,\text{stressed}} (9900 - 100\% \left(\%K_{c,max}\right)) + \frac{100\% \left(\%K_{c,max}\right) - \left(\%K_{c,max}\right)^2 \left(K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}} - K_{c,\text{max}}\right)^2}{9900}
\]

(14)

The CV can then be computed as

\[
CV = \frac{SD_{K_c,\text{field}}}{K_{c,\text{avg}}}
\]

(15)

The ET\(_c\),DU\(_p\)predicted was then computed using Eq. (4). The critical piece of this procedure to estimate ET\(_c\),DU\(_p\)predicted is determining \(K_{c,50}\%\) and \(K_{c,87.5}\%\). If \(K_{c,50}\%\) is known, likely from some type of soil-water-balance modeling, and water stress is occurring in the lowest half of the field, then \(K_{c,87.5}\%\) can be estimated as

\[
K_{c,87.5\%} = DU_p (K_{c,50\%})
\]

(16)

If \(K_{c,50}\%\) is unknown, then it can be estimated if the amount of deficit irrigation is known or can be predicted. Irrigation scheduled using regulated deficit irrigation will reduce ET\(_c\) by a certain percentage

\[
K_{c,\text{stressed}} = \frac{1}{100\% - \%K_{c,\text{max}}} \int_{\%K_{c,\text{max}}}^{100\%} \left(mx - \frac{4}{3} K_{c,87.5\%} + \frac{7}{3} K_{c,50\%}\right) dx
\]

(9)

where \(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\) = portion of the field where there is no water stress, or 0\%, in cases where water stress occurs over the entire field. It is assumed in these sets of equations that \(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\) will be between 0 and 50\% of the field and that water stress is occurring on the remaining portion. In 2007, this assumption held true for all of the center pivots examined according to the soil-water balance. Integrating Eq. (9) over the interval between the 100\% point and the \(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\) point, and replacing \(m\) with Eq. (7), the average \(K_c\) in the stressed portion of the field \(\left(K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}}\right)\) can be computed using the simplified equation

\[
K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}} = \frac{100\% \left(K_{c,50\%} - \%K_{c,\text{max}}\right) + \%K_{c,\text{max}} \left(\frac{87.5\%}{100\%} - \frac{50\%}{100\%}\right)}{100\% - \%K_{c,\text{max}}}
\]

(10)

The standard deviation can be computed again by separating the water-stressed and non-water-stressed portions of the field. The standard deviation of the \(K_c\) in the water-stressed portion of the field can be computed as

\[
SD_{K_c,\text{stressed}} = r SD_{\%}(m)
\]

(13)

where \(r = \text{correlation coefficient; } SD_{\%} = \text{standard deviation of the portion of the field (SD\(_\%\) is equal to approximately 29\%); and } m = \text{slope of } K_c \text{ curve from Eq. (7). Since we are solving for the standard deviation of computed values along a line, } r = 1\). The standard deviation of the non-water-stressed (SD\(_{K_c,\text{nonstressed}}\)) portion of the field is equal to 0 since the \(K_c\) in this region is assumed not to vary from the maximum. The standard deviation of the \(K_c\) values throughout the field can be computed as

\[
SD_{K_c,\text{field}} = SD_{K_c,\text{stressed}} (9900 - 100\% \left(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\right)) + \frac{100\% \left(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\right) - \left(\%K_{c,\text{max}}\right)^2 \left(K_{c,\text{stressed,avg}} - K_{c,\text{max}}\right)^2}{9900}
\]

(14)

The CV can then be computed as

\[
CV = \frac{SD_{K_c,\text{field}}}{K_{c,\text{avg}}}
\]

(15)

The ET\(_c\),DU\(_p\)predicted was then computed using Eq. (4). The critical piece of this procedure to estimate ET\(_c\),DU\(_p\)predicted is determining \(K_{c,50}\%\) and \(K_{c,87.5}\%\). If \(K_{c,50}\%\) is known, likely from some type of soil-water-balance modeling, and water stress is occurring in the lowest half of the field, then \(K_{c,87.5}\%\) can be estimated as

\[
K_{c,87.5\%} = DU_p (K_{c,50\%})
\]

(16)

If \(K_{c,50}\%\) is unknown, then it can be estimated if the amount of deficit irrigation is known or can be predicted. Irrigation scheduled using regulated deficit irrigation will reduce ET\(_c\) by a certain percentage as a target. This will ideally occur at the average point in the field. Therefore, \(K_{c,50}\%\) can be estimated as

\[
K_{c,50\%} = \frac{(RDI\%)}{100\%} (K_{c,\text{full}})
\]

(17)

where RDI\% = percentage of full ET\(_c\) [e.g., RDI\% of 100\% is full ET\(_c\) and no water stress, compared to an RDI\% of 60\%, which results in a 40% reduction in ET\(_c\) at the target point (50% point)].

When using RDI strategies, the irrigation system DU should not be used to determine a gross amount applied (however, if RDI is not employed, then DU should be used to adjust the net plant requirement to the gross irrigation requirement to ensure that the entire field is fully irrigated). The reason the gross irrigation requirement should be equal to the net plant requirement target stems from the fact that on average over the entire field, the ET\(_c\) will be reduced
by some percentage. If the irrigation system DU is included in the irrigation system requirement, the only point in the field where the target ETc rate will occur is at the 87.5% point. This would result in an ETc above the target on 87.4% of the field, an ETc below the target on 12.4% of the field, and an average ETc well above the target. In cases where net is equal to gross application, the target ETc will be met at the 50% point. In this case, 49.9% of the field has an ETc above the target, 49.9% of the field has an ETc below the target, and on average the field has the target ETc.

**Statistical Methods**

The mean ETU_Total and ETU_Other over all pivots were compared using a paired t-test to ensure a significant difference (rejecting the null hypothesis that the means are equal). By rejecting the null hypothesis, it can be concluded that irrigation system uniformity had an impact on ET nonuniformity. The resulting ETU_Total and ETU_Other were tested for normality and equal variance to ensure that these assumptions were met for the paired t-test. Percentage error was used to examine and compare the ETU_DUpredicted and the measured ETU_DU for each of the fields examined in 2007.

**Results**

Table 2 shows the mean, standard deviation, and the coefficient of variation of the crop coefficient (Kc) from the ET images created using the ITRC-METRIC process. The resulting ETU_Total and ETU_Other, based on Eq. (4), are shown for each center pivot. For this analysis to be effective, the ETU_Other must be greater than the ETU_Total. The mean ETU_Total and ETU_Other of 0.857 and 0.914, respectively, were found to be significantly different at the 99% confidence level. This provides strong evidence that ET uniformity is influenced by the irrigation system DU when the field is deficit irrigated.

Using the values of ET uniformity, measured ETU_DU was computed using Eq. (5) under the 2007 water-stressed conditions and is shown in the last column of Table 2. The mean ETU_DU is lower than the mean ETU_Other, although this is not the case for all fields. This indicates that irrigation system DU has a more significant impact on the nonuniformity of ET in a field compared to other factors. Incorporating the mean ETU_DU and ETU_Other into Eq. (6), for these fields under water-stressed conditions, the irrigation DU has a 55% influence on the nonuniformity of ET compared to 45% due to “other” factors. Interestingly, this is similar to the effects of soil available water on yield in nonirrigated soybeans found by Irmak et al. (2002). In nonirrigated conditions, variable soil water contents due to a variety of factors, including soil type and structure, should have effects similar to those of irrigation DU under water-stressed conditions.

The importance of quantifying ETU_DU is in understanding its significance related to the overall uniformity in crop ET and the impact on yield. Since vegetative crops, such as the winter forage and alfalfa examined here, typically have yields that are directly proportional to ET, the irrigation system DU will have a significant impact on yield.

**ETU_DUpredicted Model**

The irrigation system DU and the values from the soil-water balance were used to compute the ETU_DUpredicted using the procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Pivot</th>
<th>ETU_DU</th>
<th>ETU_DUpredicted</th>
<th>Error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.955</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>-4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CV = coefficient of variation; Kc = crop coefficient; SD = standard deviation.
previously described [Eq. (4) and Eqs. (7)–(14)]. The results and percentage error compared to the ET\textsubscript{DU} are shown in Table 3. The average ET\textsubscript{DU} and ET\textsubscript{DUpredicted} were 0.89 and 0.87, respectively. The percentage error was –2.2%, indicating that the ET\textsubscript{DUpredicted} would slightly overestimate the effect of irrigation system DU on ET nonuniformity.

There could be several reasons why the predicted and actual ET\textsubscript{DU} are different. The methodology described in Eqs. (7)–(17) assumes that the same points in the field are always receiving the same portion of the gross applied water (i.e., the 100% point in the field is always the same and always receiving the least amount of water). For certain irrigation systems, such as drip and microspray, this is a reasonable assumption because the main contributors to nonuniformity are plugging and pressure differences. Pressure differences should be consistent at each irrigation so that the same amount of water should be the area receiving the least amount of water. Sprinkler systems, however, have an additional component of DU: sprinkler overlap (catch-can uniformity). Because of wind effects, catch-can uniformity could vary from irrigation to irrigation, changing the amount of water that might be applied to each given point. Because pressure differences will continue to be a major factor, the effects would be relatively minor but nevertheless could factor into the results.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the ET\textsubscript{DU} from Table 3 and predicted ET\textsubscript{DU}. The 1:1 line is shown as a reference. The least-squares regression (not shown) has an \( r^2 = 0.41 \) \((p = 0.013)\). One likely reason for the low \( r^2 \) was previously explained. Another potential reason for the discrepancy and lower ET\textsubscript{DUpredicted} is an effect of irrigation system DU on our ET\textsubscript{U\textsubscript{other}} estimate. The center pivot irrigation schedule at this site, based on the ITRC irrigation scheduling program, was based on the gross water requirement computed with DU\textsubscript{iq} measurements. This should result in one-eighth of the field being underirrigated. Therefore, the ET\textsubscript{U\textsubscript{other}}, obtained from the variation in ET during the non-water-stressed year (2010) could be lower than estimated. That would mean that irrigation system DU could be a factor in ET\textsubscript{U\textsubscript{other}} and that this value could be higher. If this is the case, it could mean that the contribution of irrigation system DU on ET nonuniformity is actually greater than 55% in these fields under deficit irrigation.

The assumption of linearity of DU in the prediction method may have influenced the lack of correlation. If the uniformity is higher in the portion of the field receiving more water, this would have resulted in more uniform ET than predicted.

It should be noted that the irrigation system DUs for the center pivots are considered good to very good (0.8–0.89). This results in a relatively tight grouping since the variation in ET\textsubscript{DU} (predicted and measured) is within approximately 0.15.

**Application**

While the predicted ET\textsubscript{DU} tended to overestimate the impacts of irrigation system DU compared with measured values, the prediction method allows a user to estimate the influence of system DU on ET variability. Evapotranspiration can be used to estimate crop yield, using relative ET–relative yield relationships (Doorenbos and Kassam 1979). Since relative ET is equivalent to relative crop coefficients (because ET\textsubscript{actual} and ET\textsubscript{potential} are equal to \( K_c \text{actual} \cdot ET_r \) and \( K_c \text{potential} \cdot ET_r \), respectively), the average field crop coefficient can be determined using Eqs. (10)–(12) and Eqs. (16) and (17).

It must be noted that this procedure will show little improvement in yield quantity if the entire field is deficit irrigated (no portion of the field is receiving full water supply). The reason for this is that the average crop coefficient will be the same even with an improved irrigation system DU. Simply put, improving DU in this case evens out the applied water, which would increase the stress in the portion of the field that was receiving more water and decrease the stress in the portion receiving less water. However, excessive stress in portions of the field can be detrimental to plants beyond that shown in the relative ET–relative yield relationships. Yield may not be influenced by DU computationally, and excessive water stress can lead to a number of issues, including premature alfalfa stand degradation or stress-induced dormancy. On the other side of the water destination diagram, excessive water supply can create or increase the potential for water logging, nematode problems, and root diseases.

If crop quality is the major consideration, as opposed to biomass quantity, under whole field deficit irrigation, improving DU will improve yield quality. As previously discussed, a very good irrigation system DU combined with proper irrigation scheduling can lead to improved sugar content in grapes, induce boll formation in cotton, and increase soluble solid concentration for processing tomatoes.

**Conclusion**

Utilizing LandSAR images with the METRIC algorithm, this study examined the spatial variability in ET\textsubscript{r} for forage crops (alfalfa and winter forage) being irrigated with center pivots under water-stressed and non-water-stressed situations. The results from this study show that under water-stressed conditions, the ET\textsubscript{DU} contributed approximately 55% to the overall nonuniformity of ET in the fields evaluated. This highlights the importance of designing for and maintaining good irrigation DU.

A method of predicting the nonuniformity in ET based on the level of water stress (RD%\textsubscript{w}) and the irrigation system DU is presented. The average bias toward overprediction over all pivots was only –2.2%. The authors believe the method for predicting the variability due to DU can provide reasonable estimates and justification for improving irrigation system DU to improve yields (yields for quality or quantity) through improvements in ET uniformity.

The significant contribution of DU to ET variability warrants further investigation into this area. This might include correlating ET variability, crop yield variability, and irrigation system DU. Additionally, the prediction method provided here could be used by researchers to discount the DU effects and better quantify the components of nonuniformity due to other causes, for example, variability in soil types, salinity, and topography.
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